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Shortly after the first successful operation with five inboard limiters, the stellarator Wendelstein
7-X (W7-X) was upgraded by installing ten up/down-symmetrically-paired test divertor units
(inertially cooled) and already conducted divertor experiments late last year. The first divertor
experiments have shown significant differences in radiation behavior of impurities (carbon and
oxygen as major intrinsic impurities) in comparison with the previous limiter plasmas. First,
the region of intensive radiation, which was typically several cm inside the LCFS of the limiter
configuration, shifted outwards towards the separatrix of the divertor configuration or even into
the Scrape-Off layer (SOL) depending on the radiation strength. Secondly, for certain plasma
scenarios the radiated-power fraction is significantly increased without serious degradation of
energy confinement.
Most importantly, a stable highly-dissipative divertor regime was discovered for an ECRheated hydrogen discharge in which the total radiation power (measured by the bolometer)
approached 95% of the total 3MW input power and the edge bolometer channel signals
remained almost unchanged over several energy confinement times. Despite this high radiation,
there was no remarkable loss of the diamagnetic energy. In consistence with the bolometer
measurement, the IR-cameras monitoring the divertor targets revealed reduced heat load on all
ten divertor units down to a remaining fraction which might be assigned to contributions from
photons and CX-neutrals. This experimental finding motivated a careful survey of all relevant
divertor plasmas as well as a dedicated divertor program in the last two weeks of the past
campaign for its reproducibility. This plasma state turned out to be well repeatable. Based on
bolometer measurements, this paper presents a systematic analysis of this regime, including the
radiation strength and location in the island divertor as well as their dependences on divertor
configuration and plasma parameters.

